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Our Purpose
Committed to the pursuit of excellence and the provision of
high-quality educational opportunities and life skills
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“

A message from
the Chairperson
Well, what a year 2021 was. After the events of 2020, with the outbreak
of Covid, we had hoped that 2021 might be a little easier on us all.
How wrong we were.
The Board would like to start by thanking CEO Lisa Smith and her entire
team at the Biala School and Support Services. Without their hard work,
resilience and professionalism the organisation wouldn’t be in the strong
and stable position that it is today. Given the environmental issues of the
last two years, other organisations haven’t fared so well. We are extremely
lucky to have such experienced and committed team members throughout
the organisation, all pulling in the same direction during such difficult times.
As Biala grows from strength to strength, we are becoming a well-known,
established and trusted provider of Disability Support Services in the Ballina
Region. The school will always be core to our offering, it’s where we began
and epitomises our values.
The future for Biala, its participants and pupils, and everyone involved
directly or indirectly, is looking bright and exciting. The Board are looking
forward to 2022 with Covid behind us.
Thank you for your ongoing support.

Evan Harding
Chairperson
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A message from
the CEO
Many words come to mind describing the challenges that 2021 presented to Biala, our
community and indeed the world. For the team at Biala, we showed grit, perseverance
and passion for our long-term goals as the reactive nature of COVID-19 management
took priority for most of the year.
Early in 2021, we established a new leadership structure; complete with a Head of
Operations, Head of Finance and a vacant Head of Education position. For much of
2021, the latter remained vacant, resulting in me spending a large part of the year in a
hands-on role at Biala School.
Our team showed incredible resilience as we navigated the uncertainties and
changing landscape that the COVID-19 pandemic brought with it. We remained
open for business throughout 2021 despite a three-month lockdown in our region
that saw us move to a remote working environment where possible, reduced student
attendance at Biala School and rethinking the method of NDIS service delivery
in response to the pandemic. This saw us unfortunately have to postpone Biala
Getaways, social activities and group activities due to border closures and safety of
staff and participants.
Despite the constant state of change and reactivity to the pandemic, we remained
vigilant to keep our staff, participants and students safe from COVID for the duration
of 2021. This was a significant achievement. The vaccination became mandatory for
our industry and despite this mandate, I am proud to report that we achieved a 100%
vaccination rate without any staff turnover.
We continued to work towards the achievement of our 2021 strategic priorities:
1. Sustainable Financial Position
2. Develop an engaged and competent workforce that delivers high quality
customer service
3. Organisational Effectiveness and Efficiency
Key achievements aligned with Biala’s strategy included:
• A financial surplus of $721k
• Registration against the NDIS Practice Standards and subsequent expansion of
services delivered by Biala under the NDIS
• A restructure of our head office team and the establishment of Key Worker roles in
Support Services
• Capital improvements to Biala School, including a new front entrance, new signage
aligned with Biala’s branding and fresh paint across the entire school.
• Improved IT capability and roll out of a customer relationship management system
across the business to take Biala’s records onto a digital platform. This proved
critical during the pandemic and remote working environment
• Review of Biala’s properties in readiness for our next strategic planning cycle.
2021 was another big year at Biala and I’m proud of what we have achieved under
difficult circumstances. We look forward to the development of our strategic plan for
the next three years and hope we can reconnect with our community during 2022.

Lisa Smith
CEO
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2021 at a glance
Successfully navigated 2 lockdowns due to
COVID-19 between August to October 2021,

Turnover of

with staff working from home and providing

$4.7
million

essential supports to our participants

100% COVID
VACCINATION RATE
ACROSS SUPPORT SERVICES
AND BIALA SCHOOL

Achieved surplus of
$721,460

A new SWIM SCHOOL came on
board to utilise the pool alongside
the existing swim school when they
resumed after COVID restrictions
were lifted.

66

Biala was awarded a grant
towards the construction of a new
PLAYGROUND in the high school

BIALA staff employed,
including 12 Office and ancillary
staff, 41 Support Workers, 13
Teachers and Teachers Aides.

BIALA obtained
registration for

12

NDIS support
categories
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Recruited Nolin Freeman to
new Head of Operations and
Tom Papworth to Head of
Education (to commence in
Term 1 2022).

JAN
2021

0

Hours of
Support provided

CASES OF COVID
DURING 2021

31,200
based on an
average of
1200 hrs pfn

Unfortunately Biala paused many services as we
managed the risk of COVID-19 – Getaways & Social
Activities are set to resume in 2022.

132

COVID JABS
COMBINED

Biala went
DIGITAL with the
introduction
of the first
CRM software

LAUNCH OF
NEW SERVICES

Sadly, farewelled
two much loved and
respected Biala
participants who
passed away in the
last 2 years. May the
memory of David
Puglisi and Charmaine
Griffin be eternal.

Biala’s School
Holiday Program
Capacity
Building Space

Successfully Passed NDIS
Quality & Safeguarding
Commission Audit
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Trish Puglisi stepped down from
the Biala Board of Directors
after 41 years of service. Biala is
grateful for her commitment and
dedication over these years.

Biala Support Services Ltd
92 Tamar Street, Ballina NSW 2478
Biala Special School
78 Fox Street, Ballina NSW 2478
02 6686 4763
biala.org.au

Celebrating 50 years

